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1 Introduction 

1.1 Scope of this document 
This document contains instructions for Member State Certificate Authorities (MSCAs) 
wishing to use the Test Service for MSCA – ERCA interactions. This Test Service is 
provided by the European Root Certificate Authority (ERCA). It consists of two separate 
sub-services, one for testing MSCA – ERCA interactions for the issuance of Production 
cryptographic keys and certificates and one for testing MSCA – ERCA interactions for the 
issuance of Interoperability Testing cryptographic keys and certificates. 
 
The Test Service allows an MSCA to verify that the format and contents of Certificate 
Signing Requests (CSR) and Key Distribution Messages (KDR) generated by their MSCA 
software are correct. Additionally, the MSCA may use the test MSCA certificates and Key 
Distribution Messages (KDM) returned by the ERCA to verify that their software is 
capable of importing and processing these messages. 

1.2 Intended audience 
This document is intended for Member State Certificate Authorities.  
 
Readers of this document are supposed to be familiar with the contents of refs [1] - [5]. 

1.3 Background: Production and Interoperability Testing cryptographic keys 
and certificates 

Cryptographic keys and certificates for Production are those keys and certificates that will 
be used to secure the Smart Tachograph system in real life, in accordance with refs. [2], 
[3] and [4]. All Production key pairs and certificates will be based on the ERCA root 
certificates that will be generated and managed by the ERCA in accordance with all 
requirements in the ERCA Certificate Policy, ref.[4]. Likewise, all Production symmetric 
keys will be based on the Master Keys generated and managed by ERCA. MSCAs can ask 
the ERCA to provide certificates and keys through CSR and KDR messages; see ref. [4]. 
 
Interoperability Testing keys and certificates are introduced for the interoperability 
certification of Smart Tachograph equipment. The Smart Tachograph Equipment 
Interoperability Test Specification, ref. [5], describes the interoperability test procedure 
for Smart Tachograph equipment in detail. Interoperability testing must be carried out on 
smart tachograph recording components (i.e. a vehicle unit paired with a motion sensor 
and potentially coupled with an external GNSS facilities) and tachograph cards.  
 
In order to have a common basis for testing the implementations of the mutual 
authentication and of the pairing protocol, component personalisers wishing to obtain an 
interoperability certificate for a Smart Tachograph component shall ensure that the 
components they supply to the Digital Tachograph Laboratory contain the necessary keys 
and certificates, as specified in ref. [5]. In the standard procedure component 
personalisers will ask their MSCA to provide them with Interoperability Test certificates 
and keys for cards, VUs and/or EGFs. In turn the MSCA will ask the ERCA, through CSR 
and KDR messages, to provide Interoperability Test certificates and keys at the MSCA 
level. 
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1.4 Differences between messages for Production and Interoperability Testing 
The formats of all CSRs, KDRs and KDMs is specified in the Smart Tachograph European 
Root Certificate Policy and Symmetric Key Infrastructure Policy, ref. [4]. These messages 
are used by MSCAs to submit requests to the ERCA and to receive the requested 
material. 
 
The differences between messages for production and messages for interoperability 
testing are the following: 

• All messages for interoperability testing must use value ’54 4B’1 in the 
additionalInfo element in the Certificate Holder Reference field (for CSRs and 
the respective returned certificates) and the Key Identifier field (for KDRs and 
KDMs). For Production messages, the value of the additionalInfo element in 
messages originated by an MSCA can be chosen freely by the MSCA. Production 
messages originated by the ERCA will have additionalInfo equal to ‘FF FF’. 

• As specified in footnote 4 in Section 10.2.1.1 of ref. [5], all MSCA certificates for 
Interoperability Testing will have an effective date of 01-01-2004 and an expiry 
date of 01-01-2100, regardless of the dates mentioned by the MSCA in the CSR. 
For Production certificates, the effective date and expiry date of an MSCA 
certificate will be identical to the dates specified by the MSCA in the CSR (unless 
these dates would lead to an incorrect validity period). 

• For interoperability testing, each MSCA will need three Interoperability Test MSCA 
certificates, with a respective public key strength of 256, 384 and 512 / 521 bits2. 
This is specified in section 10.2.1.1 of ref. [5]. For production, only one MSCA 
certificate is needed for each of the two types (MSCA_Card and MSCA_VU-EGF). 

 
These differences also hold between the two subservices of the Test Service for ERCA – 
MSCA interactions. 

1.5 Forbidden usage of the Test Service keys and certificates 
Please note: The certificates and keys distributed by this Test Service are 
indistinguishable from real Interoperability Testing and Production certificates and keys. 
Nevertheless, they are intended solely for the purpose of testing MSCA software. MSCAs 
must take care that these certificates and keys are not used to personalize equipment 
supplied to the Digital Tachograph Laboratory for interoperability testing or to personalize 
equipment used in production. 
 

                                            
1 Which is “TK” in ASCII, for ‘Test Key’. 
2 If an MSCA is both an MSCA_Card and an MSCA_VU-EGF, it will need two sets of three MSCA certificates. 
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2 Instructions for the Test Service for Interoperability 
Testing 

2.1 Downloading Test Service Root Certificates 
In order to start using the Test Service for Interoperability Testing, an MSCA should visit 
https://dtc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/dtc_smart_tachograph.php and download the file ‘IOT Test 
Service Root Certificates and Master Keys.zip’. The zip file will contain three root 
certificates, having the following values for the Certificate Holder Reference: 
 

Root Certificate Public Key domain 
parameters 

Certificate Holder Reference 

ERCA(1) BrainpoolP256r1 ‘FD45432001544B01’ 
ERCA(2) BrainpoolP384r1 ‘FD45432002544B01’ 
ERCA(3) BrainpoolP512r1 ‘FD45432003544B01’ 

 
The zip file will also contain the plaintext value of the following Master Keys. These keys 
can be requested by the MSCAs, who can use the plaintext value to verify that importing 
a Master Key is successful: 
 

Master Key Type Length (bits) Key version 
DSRCMK(1) 128 ‘01’ 
DSRCMK(2) 192 ‘02’ 
DSRCMK(3) 256 ‘03’ 
MSMK(1) 128 ‘01’ 
MSMK(2) 192 ‘02’ 
MSMK(3) 256 ‘03’ 

MSMK-VU(1) 128 ‘01’ 
MSMK-VU(2) 192 ‘02’ 
MSMK-VU(3) 256 ‘03’ 
MSMK-WC(1) 128 ‘01’ 
MSMK-WC(2) 192 ‘02’ 
MSMK-WC(3) 256 ‘03’ 

2.2 Testing Certificate Signing Requests and MSCA certificates  
In order to test the correctness of the Certificate Signing Requests generated by the 
MSCA software under test, an MSCA should do the following: 

1. Import the Test Service root certificates into the Interoperability Test MSCA 
software under test. 

2. Generate a Certificate Signing Request for an MSCA certificate. The Certificate 
Authority Reference field in the CSR should be identical to one of the Certificate 
Holder References listed above. The CSR should comply with all requirements for 
Interoperability Test CSRs in section 4.1 of the ERCA Certificate Policy, ref. [4] 
and with the Smart Tachograph Equipment Interoperability Test Specification, ref. 
[5]. In particular, the additionalInfo field in the Certificate Holder Reference shall 
be equal to ’54 4B’. 

3. Send an e-mail to jrc-erca@ec.europa.eu with subject “MSCA-ERCA Test Service – 
CSR N – MSCA Reference”, where N is the sequence number of the e-mail (if you 
send multiple e-mails) and MSCA Reference indicates the nationality of the MSCA. 
Attach one or more CSRs. In the e-mail, clearly mention the following properties 
for each CSR: 

o That it is meant for the Test Service for Interoperability Testing, 
o Its Certification Authority Reference, 
o Its Certificate Holder Reference, 
o Its public Key domain parameters. 
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Please note that ERCA needs these details in order to verify that the properties of 
the CSR are in fact correct. 
 
Also mention the contact details (e-mail, telephone number) of the contact person 
that ERCA can contact in case of questions. 

4. The ERCA will attempt to process the CSR. If successful, this will result in an 
MSCA certificate. The ERCA will return this MSCA certificate by replying to your e-
mail. If processing of the CSR is not successful, ERCA will send an e-mail 
explaining the error in the format or contents of the CSR. 

 
In case the ERCA returns an MSCA certificate for interoperability testing3, the MSCA 
should also test the ability of the software to import and use the certificate: 

5. Import the certificate into the Interoperability Test MSCA software under test and 
verify that it can be used as intended, e.g. to verify an Interoperability Test 
equipment certificate generated by the software. 

2.3 Testing Key Distribution Requests and Key Distribution Messages 
In order to test the correctness of the Key Distribution Requests generated by the MSCA 
software under test, an MSCA should do the following: 

1. Using the Interoperability Test MSCA software, generate a Key Distribution 
Request for one of the Master Keys listed in Section 2.1. The KDR should comply 
with all requirements for Interoperability Test KDRs in section 4.2 of the ERCA 
Certificate Policy, ref. [4] and with the Smart Tachograph Equipment 
Interoperability Test Specification, ref. [5]. In particular, the additionalInfo field 
in the Key Identifier shall be equal to ’54 4B’. 

2. Send an e-mail to jrc-erca@ec.europa.eu with subject “MSCA-ERCA Test Service – 
KDR N – MSCA Reference”, where N is the sequence number of the e-mail (if you 
send multiple e-mails) and MSCA Reference indicates the nationality of the MSCA. 
Attach one or more KDRs. In the e-mail, clearly mention the following properties 
for each KDR: 

o That it is meant for the Test Service for Interoperability Testing, 
o The Key Identifier, 
o The requested type of Master Key, 
o The Master Key version, 
o The public key domain parameters of the ephemeral public key for ECDH 

key agreement. 
 

Please note that ERCA needs these details in order to verify that the properties of 
the KDR are in fact correct. 

 
Also mention the contact details (e-mail, telephone number) of the contact person 
that the ERCA can contact in case of questions. 

3. The ERCA will attempt to process the KDR. If successful, this will result in a Key 
Distribution Message. The ERCA will return this KDM by replying to your e-mail. If 
processing of the KDR is not successful, ERCA will send an e-mail explaining the 
error in the format or contents of the KDR. 

 
In case the ERCA returns a Key Distribution Message for interoperability testing4, the 
MSCA should also test the ability of the software to import and decrypt the KDM: 

4. Import the KDM into the Interoperability Test MSCA software under test. Verify 
that import is successful and that the value of the distributed key is identical to 

                                            
3 As stated in section 1.5, the MSCA certificate should not actually be used for interoperability 
testing. 
4 As stated in section 1.5, the key distributed in such a KDM should not actually be used for 
interoperability testing. 
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the value specified in the ‘Test Service Root Certificates and Master Keys’ zip file. 
Next, verify the Master Key can be used as intended. 
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3 Instructions for the Test Service for Production 

3.1 Downloading Test Service Root Certificates 
In order to start using the Test Service for Production, an MSCA should visit 
https://dtc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/dtc_smart_tachograph.php and download the file ‘Production 
Test Service Root Certificates and Master Keys.zip’. The zip file contains three ERCA root 
certificates, having the following values for the Certificate Holder Reference: 
 

Root Certificate Public Key domain 
parameters 

Certificate Holder Reference 

ERCA(1) BrainpoolP256r1 ‘FD45432001FFFF01’ 
ERCA(2) BrainpoolP384r1 ‘FD45432002FFFF01’ 
ERCA(3) BrainpoolP512r1 ‘FD45432003FFFF01’ 

 
Note that the zip file also contains the Link certificates between these root certificates. 
The Link certificates does not play any role in the Test Service, but may be useful at the 
MSCA level when importing the root certificates, so they are included for completeness. 
 
Similarly, the zip file also contains the plaintext value of the following Master Keys. These 
keys can be requested by the MSCAs, who can use the plaintext value to verify that 
importing a Master Key is successful: 
 

Master Key Type Length (bits) Key version 
DSRCMK(1) 128 ‘01’ 
MSMK(1) 128 ‘01’ 

MSMK-VU(1) 128 ‘01’ 
MSMK-WC(1) 128 ‘01’ 
DSRCMK(2) 192 ‘02’ 
MSMK(2) 192 ‘02’ 

MSMK-VU(2) 192 ‘02’ 
MSMK-WC(2) 192 ‘02’ 
DSRCMK(3) 256 ‘03’ 
MSMK(3) 256 ‘03’ 

MSMK-VU(3) 256 ‘03’ 
MSMK-WC(3) 256 ‘03’ 

 

3.2 Testing Certificate Signing Requests and MSCA certificates  
In order to test the correctness of the Certificate Signing Requests generated by the 
software under test, an MSCA should do the following: 

1. Import the Test Service root certificates and link certificates into the Production 
MSCA software under test. 

2. Generate a Certificate Signing Request for an MSCA certificate. The Certificate 
Authority Reference field in the CSR should be identical to one of the CHRs listed 
above. The CSR should comply with all requirements for production CSRs in 
section 4.1 of the ERCA Certificate Policy, ref. [4]. In particular, the 
additionalInfo field in the Certificate Holder Reference shall not be equal to ’54 
4B’ and the effective and expiry dates should be compatible with those of the 
referenced ERCA certificate. 

3. Send an e-mail to jrc-erca@ec.europa.eu with subject “MSCA-ERCA Test Service – 
CSR N – MSCA Reference”, where N is the sequence number of the e-mail (if you 
send multiple e-mails) and MSCA Reference indicates the nationality of the MSCA. 
Attach one or more CSRs. In the e-mail, clearly mention the following properties 
for each CSR: 

o That it is meant for the Test Service for Production, 
o Its Certification Authority Reference, 
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o Its Certificate Holder Reference, 
o The effective and expiry dates, 
o Its public Key domain parameters. 

 
Please note that ERCA needs these details in order to verify that the properties of the 
CSR are in fact correct. 

Also mention the contact details (e-mail, telephone number) of the contact person 
that the ERCA can contact in case of questions. 

4. The ERCA will attempt to process the CSR. If successful, this will result in an 
MSCA certificate. The ERCA will return this MSCA certificate by e-mail. If 
processing of the CSR is not successful, ERCA will send an e-mail clearly 
explaining the error in the format or contents of the CSR. 

 
In case the ERCA returns an MSCA certificate for production5, the MSCA should also test 
the ability of the software to import and use the certificate: 

5. Import the certificate into the Interoperability Test MSCA software under test and 
verify that it can be used as intended, e.g. to verify an Interoperability Test 
equipment certificate generated by the software. 

 
MSCAs are encouraged to use the Test Service for Production to request certificates for 
all three key generations. 

3.3 Testing Key Distribution Requests and Key Distribution Messages 
In order to test the correctness of the Key Distribution Requests generated by the 
software under test, an MSCA should do the following: 

1. Using the Interoperability Test MSCA software, generate a Key Distribution 
Request for one of the Master Keys listed above and export it to disk. The KDR 
should comply with all requirements for KDRs in section 4.2 of the ERCA 
Certificate Policy, ref. [4]. In particular, the additionalInfo field in the Key 
Identifier shall not be equal to ’54 4B’. 

2. Send an e-mail to jrc-erca@ec.europa.eu with subject “MSCA-ERCA Test Service – 
KDR N – MSCA Reference”, where N is the sequence number of the e-mail (if you 
send multiple e-mails) and MSCA Reference indicates the nationality of the MSCA. 
Attach one or more KDRs. In the e-mail, clearly mention the following properties 
for each KDR: 

o That it is meant for the Test Service for Production, 
o The Key Identifier, 
o The requested type of Master Key, 
o The Master Key version, 
o The public key domain parameters of the ephemeral public key for ECDH 

key agreement. 
 

Please note that ERCA needs these details in order to verify that the properties of 
the KDR are in fact correct. 

 
Also mention the contact details (e-mail, telephone number) of the contact person 
that ERCA can contact in case of questions. 

3. The ERCA will attempt to process the KDR. If successful, this will result in a Key 
Distribution Message. The ERCA will return this KDM by e-mail. If processing of 
the KDR is not successful, ERCA will send an e-mail clearly explaining the error in 
the format or contents of the KDR. 

 
In case the ERCA returns a Key Distribution Message for production6, the MSCA should 
also test the ability of the software to import and decrypt the KDM: 

                                            
5 As stated in section 1.5, the MSCA certificate should not actually be used for production. 
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4. Import the KDM into the production Test MSCA software under test. Verify that 
import is successful and that the value of the distributed key is identical to the 
value specified in the ‘Production Test Service Root Certificates and Master 
Keys.zip’ file. Next, verify that the software is able to use the Master Key as 
intended. 

 
MSCAs are encouraged to use the Test Service for Production to request master keys of 
all three key generations. 

                                                                                                                                        
 
6 As stated in section 1.5, the key distributed in such a KDM should not actually be used for 
production. 
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List of abbreviations and definitions 
 
CAR  Certificate Authority Reference 
CHR  Certificate Holder Reference 
CSR  Certificate Signing Request 
DTL  Digital Tachograph Laboratory 
ECDH  Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (key agreement protocol) 
ERCA  European Root Certificate Authority 
KDR  Key Distribution Request 
KDM  Key Distribution Message 
MSCA  Member State Certificate Authority 
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